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WOMENS COLLECTION

599 Yes CLUB 22 JACKET WOMEN white/Dress Blue814401
100% polyester 2/2 twill 
woven. Lining: 
100% polyester mesh

With a choice of colorways with color-blocked inserts, or in 
white, the women's CLUB 22 Jacket supplies modern, 
sporty style. For optimal comfort, the jacket is engineered 
with HEAD’s Moisture Transfer Microfiber technology, 
which offers a cooling effect and allows the material to dry 

regular XS-3XXL

499 CLUB PANTS WOMEN dark Blue 814329

100% polyester 2/2 twill 
woven. Lining: 
only WH: 100% polyester 
mesh

Warm-up, cool-down or wear them for comfort, the Club 
Pants are perfect for anything. They are super comfortable 
thanks to their material mix and elastic waistband. While 
the classic cut allows you to keep on your shorts or a skirt 
underneath, the leg hem zippers make sure you can slip in 

Big in size, 
recommended to 
og down one size XS-3XXL

499 Yes CLUB ROSIE HOODIE WOMEN dark Blue 814489
60% cotton 40% 
polyester baby french 
terry

The hoodie might just be sport's black dress: all of us need 
one. The Club Rosie Hoodie is the perfect comfortable 
never-take-it-of piece of clothing for a day on the court or 
wherever else your day takes you. It also features a few 
cute design elements, practical kangaroo pocket, and an 

regular XS-3XXL

499 CLUB ROSIE PANTS WOMEN dark Blue 814509 60% cotton 40% 
polyester baby french 
terry

Don't dare to wear sweat pants also off the court? That's 
too bad because the Club Rosie Pants are perfect for just 
that. Super comfortable with their elastic waistband and 
soft material mix, these pants also feature practical slip-in 
pockets, a fashionable cuff at the leg hem, and a subtle 

regular XS-3XXL

379 CLUB 22 TECH T-SHIRT WOMEN white 814431
92% polyester 8% 
elastane (spandex) single 
jersey

As a match or practice session starts to heat up, you will 
appreciate how the stylish women's CLUB 22 Tech T-Shirt is 
engineered with HEAD’s Moisture Transfer Microfiber 
technology, which offers a cooling effect and allows the 
material to dry quickly. Cut from a modern, stretchy 

regular XS-3XXL

239 Yes CLUB LUCY T-SHIRT WOMEN dark Blue 814400 65% polyester 35% 
cotton single jersey

Cotton is always a good choice and the Club Lucy T-Shirt is 
your best proof. A sweet rib crew neck design, a silk fabric 
finishing, and a HEAD logo print on the front make this one 
perfect for a day on and off the court.

regular XS-3XXL

339 CLUB ANN SHORTS WOMEN dark Blue 814439 60% cotton 40% 
polyester baby french 
terry

The court, the beach, the mall - wherever your day takes 
you, the Club Ann Shorts are designed to fit every occasion. 
Available in four different colors, these shorts feature slip-in 
pockets as well as an elastic waistband and colorblocked 
drawcord for additional comfort.

regular XS-3XXL

339 CLUB 22 TANK TOP WOMEN white 814461
92% polyester 8% 
elastane (spandex) single 
jersey

For your comfort, the women's CLUB 22 Tank Top is 
fashioned from a modern, stretchy material that contains 
elastane. It's also engineered with HEAD's Moisture 
Transfer Microfiber technology, which provides a cooling 
effect and allows the fabric to dry quickly. Offered with a 

regular XS-3XXL

419 CLUB BASIC SKORT WOMEN dark Blue 814399
92% polyester 8% 
elastane (spandex) single 
jersey

If you want the comfort of shorts but the style of a skirt, 
here it is: the Club Basic Skort and its high waistband gives 
you the perfect combination of comfort and style in six 
different colors. A special material mix makes sure you stay 
dry, the side slits keep you flexible, and the integrated pants 

regular XS-3XXL

SUM Women collection: 0

MENS COLLECTION

599 Yes CLUB 22 JACKET MEN white/Dress Blue811401

MAIN FABRIC:
100% polyester 2/2 twill 
woven
LINING:
100% polyester mesh

With a choice of colorways with color-blocked inserts, or in 
white, the men's CLUB 22 Jacket supplies modern, sporty 
style. For optimal comfort, the jacket is engineered with 
HEAD’s Moisture Transfer Microfiber technology, which 
offers a cooling effect and allows the material to dry 

regular S-3XXL

499 CLUB PANTS MEN dark Blue 811329

MAIN FABRIC:
100% polyester 2/2 twill 
woven
LINING:
only WH: 100% polyester 

The Club Pants are perfect for warm-up, cool-down, and 
anything in between. They are super comfortable thanks to 
their functional material mix and elastic waistband. While 
the classic cut allows you to keep on your shorts or 
bermudas underneath, the leg hem zippers make sure you 

Big in size, 
recommended to 
og down one size S-3XXL

499 Yes CLUB BYRON HOODIE MEN dark Blue 811449
60% cotton 40% 
polyester baby french 
terry

The hoodie might just be sport's black suit: all of us need 
one. The Club Byron Hoodie is the perfect comfortable 
never-take-it-of piece of clothing for a day on the court or 
wherever else your day takes you. Available in five different 
colors, it also features a few cool design elements, practical 

regular S-3XXL

499 CLUB BYRON PANTS MEN dark Blue 811469
60% cotton 40% 
polyester baby french 
terry

Looking for sweat pants to also wear off the court? You 
found them. Super comfortable with their elastic waistband 
and soft material mix, the Club Byron Pants feature 
practical slip-in pockets, a classic men's cut, and a subtle 
embroidered HEAD logo on the side. Available in five 

regular S-3XXL

https://www.head.com/en/club-ann-shorts-w-56.html#color=5472

https://www.head.com/en/easy-court-tank-top-women-814560.html#color=5475

https://www.head.com/en/club-basic-skort-w-49.html#color=5472

https://www.head.com/en/club-22-jacket-men-811401.html

https://www.head.com/en/club-pants-m-42.html

https://www.head.com/en/club-byron-hoodie-m-35.html

https://www.head.com/en/club-byron-pants-m-42.html

https://www.head.com/en/club-lucy-t-shirt-w-105.html

Total order 
amount:

NTK club collection 2022 - 2025
This collection through HEAD is purchased in cooperation with Mastersport at Karlsrud and will be possible to re-order once per semester up 

to and including autumn 2024. Put a number per size and the sum will be calculated --> Deadline for orders this autumn is Monday 24 
October 2022. Order is made in Superinvite and will be delivered to NTK Hallen. Notion will be given to registred e-mail adress in the 

Supeinvite. Collection can be tested at Mastersport. Not all sizes in all models will be there, but they have plenty of sampels to test. Size 
guide is attached in the NTK Club Collection 2022-2025 PDF.

https://www.head.com/en/club-22-jacket-women-814401.html

https://www.head.com/en/club-pants-w-35.html#color=5472

https://www.head.com/en/club-rosie-hoodie-w-35.html#color=5472

https://www.head.com/en/club-rosie-pants-w-63.html

https://www.head.com/en/club-22-tech-t-shirt-women-814431.html
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239 Yes CLUB IVAN T-SHIRT MEN dark blue 811400 65% polyester 35% 
cotton single jersey

The Club Ivan T-Shirt features a super comfortable material 
mix of polyester and cotton for increased moisture 
absorption. A cool rib crew neck design, a silk fabric 
finishing, and a HEAD logo print on the front make this one 
perfect for a day on or off the court.

regular S-3XXL

339 CLUB BERMUDAS MEN dark Blue 811479
60% cotton 40% 
polyester baby french 
terry

Whether your day takes you to the court or the beach, the 
Club Jacob Bermudas are ready for anything. They feature a 
comfortable material mix, an elastic waistband for extra 
comfort as well as practical slip-in pockets and a cool 
colorblocked drawcord. Available in four different colors, 

regular S-3XXL

379 CLUB 22 TECH T-SHIRT MEN white 811431 100% polyester interlock

As a match or practice session starts to heat up, you will 
appreciate how the men's CLUB 22 Tech T-Shirt is 
engineered with HEAD’s Moisture Transfer Microfiber 
technology, which offers a cooling effect and allows the 
material to dry quickly. With its rib crewneck collar, the 

regular S-3XXL

449 CLUB 22 TECH POLO SHIRT MEN white  811421 100% polyester interlock

Premium sporty style teams up with advanced 
performance in the men's CLUB 22 Tech Polo Shirt. HEAD’s 
Moisture Transfer Microfiber technology provides a cooling 
effect and allowing the material to dry quickly, while the 
flat knit rib collar, the HEAD branded necktape and the 

regular S-3XXL

419 CLUB SHORTS MEN dark Blue 811379

MAIN FABRIC:
100% polyester 2/2 twill 
woven
2ND FABRIC:
100% polyester flatback 

These shorts are made for playing. The Club Shorts give you 
the comfort you expect and the breathable materials that 
keep you cool on the court. Available in seven different 
colors, the shorts feature slip-in pockets and an elastic 
waistband for additional comfort during the weekend team 

regular S-3XXL

SUM Men collection: 0

JUNIOR COLLECTION

499 Yes CLUB 22 JACKET BOYS white/Dress Blue 816161

MAIN FABRIC:
100% polyester 2/2 twill 
woven
LINING:
100% polyester mesh

Introduce some modern, sporty style to the courts with the 
boys' CLUB 22 Jacket, which comes in a range of colors, 
including with color-blocked inserts.

With a choice of colorways with color-blocked inserts, or in 

regular
128, 140, 
152, 164, 
176

499 Yes CLUB JACKET GIRLS white/Dress Blue 816401

MAIN FABRIC:
100% polyester 2/2 twill 
woven
LINING:
100% polyester mesh

Introduce some modern, sporty style to the courts with the 
girls' CLUB 22 Jacket, which comes in a range of colors, 
including with color-blocked inserts. regular

128, 140, 
152, 164, 
176

419 CLUB PANTS JUNIOR dark Blue 816319

MAIN FABRIC:
100% polyester 2/2 twill 
woven
LINING:
only WH: 100% polyester 

The Club Pants are super comfortable and practical for 
warm-up, cool-down or whatever else your team needs 
them for. regular

128, 140, 
152, 164, 
176

339 CLUB 22 TECH T-SHIRT BOYS white 816171 100% polyester interlock

Sporty style is blended with advanced performance in the 
boys' CLUB 22 Tech T-Shirt with HEAD's moisture-wicking 
technology. regular

128, 140, 
152, 164, 
176

339 CLUB 22 TANK TOP GIRLS white 816411 92% polyester 8% 
elastane single jersey

The girls' CLUB 22 Tank Top supplies advanced comfort and 
modern style, with a choice of colorways with sporty, color-
blocked inserts. regular

128, 140, 
152, 164, 
176

339 CLUB BERMUDAS JUNIOR dark Blue 816349

MAIN FABRIC:
100% polyester 2/2 twill 
woven
2ND FABRIC:
100% polyester flatback 

The Club Bermudas combine cool comfort with breathable 
material, which makes it the perfect add-on to your team's 
outing. regular

128, 140, 
152, 164, 
176

339 CLUB BASIC SKORT GIRLS dark Blue 816459 92% polyester 8% 
elastane single jersey

The Club Basic Skort features a comfortable material mix 
and several design elements that will look and feel extra 
stylish on the court. regular

128, 140, 
152, 164, 
176

239 Yes CLUB IVAN T-SHIRT JUNIOR dark Blue 816700 65% polyester 35% 
cotton single jersey

The Club Ivan T-Shirt and its HEAD logo print on the front is 
super comfortable thanks to its special material mix.

regular
128, 140, 
152, 164, 
176

449 Yes CLUB BYRON HOODIE JUNIOR dark Blue 816399
60% cotton 40% 
polyester baby french 
terry

The Club Byron Hoodie is that comfortable piece of clothing 
you need for a day on the court or wherever else your day 
takes you. regular

128, 140, 
152, 164, 
176

449 CLUB BYRON PANTS JUNIOR dark Blue 816409
60% cotton 40% 
polyester baby french 
terry

The Club Byron Pants is that comfortable piece of clothing 
you need for a day on the court or wherever else your day 
takes you. regular

128, 140, 
152, 164, 
176

339 CLUB JACOB BERMUDAS BOYS dark Blue  816419
60% cotton 40% 
polyester baby french 
terry

Whether your day takes you to the court or the beach, the 
Club Jacob Bermudas are ready for anything. Made of a 
comfortable material mix, they feature an elastic waistband 
for extra comfort as well as practical slip-in pockets and a 
cool colorblocked drawcord. Available in three different 

regular
128, 140, 
152, 164, 
176

https://www.head.com/en/club-22-jacket-boys-816161.html

https://www.head.com/en/club-22-jacket-girls-816401.html#color=5476

https://www.head.com/en/club-pants-b-30.html

https://www.head.com/en/club-22-tech-t-shirt-boys-816171.html#color=5475

https://www.head.com/en/club-22-tank-top-girls-816411.html#color=5475

https://www.head.com/en/club-bermudas-b-36.html

https://www.head.com/en/club-basic-skort-g-35.html

https://www.head.com/en/club-ivan-t-shirt-junior-816700-g.html#color=5458

https://www.head.com/en/club-byron-hoodie-junior-816399-g.html

https://www.head.com/en/club-jacob-bermudas-b-35.html

https://www.head.com/en/club-shorts-m-49.html

https://www.head.com/en/club-ivan-t-shirt-m-356.html

https://www.head.com/en/club-jacob-bermudas-m-41.html

https://www.head.com/en/club-22-tech-t-shirt-men-811431.html

https://www.head.com/en/club-22-tech-polo-shirt-men-811421.html#color=5475

Nordstrand TK

Nordstrand TK

Nordstrand TK

Nordstrand TK

Nordstrand TK



339 CLUB ANN SHORTS GIRLS dark Blue 816499
60% cotton 40% 
polyester baby french 
terry

The Club Ann Shorts are the perfect comfortable 
companion for a day on the court, at the beach or at the 
mall. regular

128, 140, 
152, 164, 
176

SUM Junior collection: 0

https://www.head.com/en/club-ann-shorts-g-43.html


